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INSPIRATION EXISTS,

but it has to find you 

WORKING.

-  P A B L O  P I C A S S O



Due to social distancing and sanitary practices to help prevent the spread of 
COVID-19… we have included additional resources and guidelines to help you and your 
team create a safe, clean, and sanitary experience for your guests and clients. 

Please visit our Welcome Back Salon Stimiulus page  
https://eufora.net/blogs/eufora-news/salon-stimulus to view all videos, materials, 
and resources, to support safe business practices.

Specific to the Eufora Eight Essential Steps System… please refer to the 
Ready to Restart Checklist to accommodate and modify your salon experience to 
meet the appropriate safety measures as provided by local and state authorities. 
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Outlined in the following pages is the proven salon 
success system developed by Eufora Co-Founder 
Don Bewley and Eufora International.
All information is proprietary and has a 20 
year proven track record for growing salons 
professionally, creatively, and financially.

INTRODUCTION

THE 
EUFORA 

EIGHT 
ESSENTIAL 

STEPS 
TO SALON 
SUCCESSTM

“We’re totally Moxyfying the 

way we use [the Eufora Guest 

Consultation Brochure] to fit our 

salon and the way our team works...

The most exciting increase we saw 

was that once we committed to 

using it, we have grown our retail 

sales by 54%! All by serving

every guest, every time.”

– Katie Huser, Moxy Hair Studio

https://eufora.net/blogs/eufora-news/salon-stimulus
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SQMuTiwb5nHzdVryXcMuvbsy453Vnvpn/view


The Challenge
Many salons have no true way of instituting and maintaining a 
“Consistency Culture” which prevents them from reaching their 
potential and truly thriving as a business.

The Solution
The Eufora 8 Step System provides you with a proven 
framework for a guest experience that you and your team can 
customize, implement, and continuously train to optimize your 
salon’s performance.

Step 1 The Warm & Friendly Greeting

Step 2 The Dry Consultation

Step 3 Rejuvenating Shampoo & Scalp Massage

Step 4 Precision Cut

Step 5 The Perfect Finish

Step 6 Guest Consultation

Step 7 Completing the Service

Step 8 Pre-Booking

The Goal
A strong “Consistency Culture” that drives stylist and salons to 
prosper and thrive professionally, creatively, and financially. Salons 
that successfully implement this system can expect increased 
retention, pre-booking, retail, referrals, and team engagement.

It is a system that you get to 
actually customize for
your salon - and when we did 
that and implemented
it at J. Michael’s to really 
make it our own… we have
seen continual increases in 
higher cross selling rates,
rebooking percentages, more 
referrals - we are seeing
happier guests who have all 
their needs met.

– Jill Higginbotham,  
 J. Michael’s Salon and Spa
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http://www.euforaresourcesite.com/area2/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Eufora_Salon-digital-CONSULTATION.pdf


STEP

The Warm & 
Friendly Greeting

The reality is… salons can be intimidating for new and even 
existing guests. It takes just three seconds for some to decide 
whether they like you and want to do business with you. 
Creating a positive first impression is vital to your business and 
the lifelong relationships that you foster with your guests. You 
influence your guests to live their beauty. Your image, salon 
environment, and level of professionalism will dictate the amount 
of trust, respect, and comfort your guest will have with you.

Behaviors
1.  This step starts with you. Evaluate your image and presentation. 
  Does it meet your salon’s acceptable standards?

2. Clients are your guests. Focus on making them feel special right  
  from the beginning to set the tone for their experience.

3. Approach your guest with positive, confident body language   
  and always use their name.

4. Shake their hand with a firm and friendly grip, look them in the  
  eyes with a warm smile, and welcome them.  
  (This gives immediate human contact and acknowledges their presence.)

5. Escort your guest to your station offering to carry their beverage  
  and Guest Consultation Brochure.

[The Eufora Guest Consultation Brochure is a powerful tool that drives a 
“Consistency Culture” in your business and will be used throughout the 
entire experience (and beyond). Use this tool as your guide to holding 
yourself accountable to the 8 Steps.]

Commit
The Warm and Friendly Greeting goes far beyond a guest’s first experience 
inside your business… it’s the culmination of every single interaction that 
has occured right up to the moment they enter your salon. From their initial 
phone call to their online visit or social media follow. Challenge yourself 
to reevaluate these aspects of your business by developing phone scripts, 
salon tour frameworks, and optimizing your stylists’ 30 Second Commercial 
as well as Salon Branding and Vision Statements.

1 SALON COORDINATOR TEAM
1.  Immediately acknowledge and greet guests with positive, confident body  
  language and always use their name.

2. Confirm their appointment time, services, and introduce them to seasonal   
  offers or specials

3. Present the guest with the Eufora Guest Consultation Brochure and request  
  that they begin working through the questionnaire.

4. Ask what kind of beverage they would like and allow them to relax.

http://www.euforaresourcesite.com/area2/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Eufora_Salon-digital-CONSULTATION.pdf
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The “Dry” Consultation
This is often the most confronting step as many stylists have established a 
habit with their guest. This may sound something like “What are we doing 
today?” or “Hey Michelle – let’s start formulating Ms. Johnson’s color”. This 
habit prevents you from exploring change with your guest and may enduce a 
feeling of indifference towards their needs. The Dry Consultation is where the 
stylist explores the guest’s lifestyle and conducts a true needs analysis.

Every guest is unique, some may already know what they want while others 
could be open to exploring change with the right conversation to uncover 
their needs, challenges, and goals.

Behaviors
1.  Review the Guest Consultation Brochure and ask permission to   
  clarify by asking a few questions.

a. What they liked and disliked about their previous salon experiences.
b. What they love about their hair.
c. Their day-to-day lifestyle.
d. How they like to wear their hair and how long they spend styling it.
e. How long after their last cut did they notice their hair not
     performing as expected?
f. Addressing and Acknowledging hair challenges and concerns.

IMPORTANT: Ask if they are open to your professional recommendation.

This gives you permission to be their advisor to guide them through a

change, maintenance schedules, and product recommendations.

2. After your consultation, begin the process of educating your
  guest on the products you are about to use and why before you
  escort them to the lather lounge or shampoo bowl.

3. Based on their hair needs, you can offer them a Eufora Ritual or
  an Add On Service to enhance their experience.

Commit
A strong and consistent consultation is the true catalyst for stylist success as we can preface 
solutions and gain permission to give your professional recommendation to help them 
reach their goals and deliver a tailored experience. Challenge yourself to step away from 
your developed habits to create an elevated level of professionalism. Use the Eufora Guest 
Consultation Brochure as the reason and to hold you accountable. The dry consultation 
should be conducted on every guest, every time, whether it’s their 1st time or 40th visit.



It is well known that this is our guests’ favorite 
part of the experience and it is for a good reason! 
Physical touch relaxes the mind and body, 
increases circulation, strengthens the immune 
system, and reduces stress. A scalp massage is 
one of the best ways to experience these benefits.

1.  Focus on creating a relaxing and therapeutic experience, that is  
  what they are there for (music, lighting, noise, etc)! Education on  
  the product you are using should happen in Step 2 or very quietly  
  at the beginning of Step 3.

2. Tell them you will limit conversation so they can enjoy the experience.

3. Use the massage guide on the Eufora Rituals Card or your salon’s  
  Signature Scalp Massage to execute the Scalp Massage protocol.

4. Conduct the chosen Eufora Ritual or Signature Scalp Massage and  
  remember to keep it consistent as they will remember this part  
  the most!

5. Learn how to enhance this experience with Aromatherapy and  
  Hand Massage Rituals.

It happens… we run a little behind at the salon and need to 
make up time. The part of the experience that tends to suffer 
most from this timing issue is the Scalp Massage. However – 
research tells us that this is the most memorable and beloved 
part of the salon visit. Skimming past or shortening this step 
will start to violate consistency and create guest dissatisfaction. 
As this is arguably the most impactful and therapeutic part of 
the service – commit to focusing 100% on each guest, ensuring 
they have been educated on the product you are using, and 
remind them that this is their special time to relax and enjoy.

Rejuvenating Shampoo 
& Scalp Massage

Behaviors Commit

STEP
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Precision Cut
The entire goal of Step 4 is to increase 
professionalism in the salon.

Of course this is an opportunity to focus 
on technical skills but also an opportunity 
to evaluate what conversations we 
are having with our guests during this 
time. This can be a time to encourage 
gossip-free conversation as you focus on 
educating your guests on the technique 
you are using for a special look or a 
mastered skill that gives the haircut 
a little something extra. This may be 
uncomfortable at first but it will establish 
your level of professionalism in your 
guests’ eyes.

Warm-Up
1.  Prep the Canvas and educate your client on Fortifi Keratin  
  Repair and Eufora’s Color Locking SystemTM.

2. Discuss each product’s features and benefits & place the  
  bottle in your client’s hands after you use it.

3. Use this time to increase the value and professionalism of  
  your technical service by keeping conversation directed  
  toward the guest experience.

4. Limit your conversation to concentrate on the haircut.  
  Let your guest know, early on, that you prefer to limit   
  conversation so that you can concentrate on their service.  
  They will appreciate your dedication to making the cut great.

Commit
Advanced training creates the confidence to design and implement 
the Precision Cut. Whether new behind the chair or an industry 
veteran, there is always room to grow and refine skills. It is critical 
for salons to encourage and plan continued education but it is 
not the only aspect of this step.

Challenge your team to shift the way they communicate during 
this part of the service and to attend a local (or destination) 
technical education event. Commit to steering conversation 
towards the guest and their beauty goals by educating them 
on style, fashion, and how you are helping them achieve their 
picture perfect result. This will help create an environment 
where conversational and core technical skills will result in an 
exceptional and professional experience.
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https://eufora.net/pages/education


Like an artist’s canvas… a stylist’s finished design is a work of art.
Guests know that a stylist has the power to create a stellar finished 
look, but the real question they ask themselves is…“can I duplicate 
this at home?” This step lets you take command of the technique 
and tools of the trade to create your best advertisement: a beautiful 
and satisfied guest. The Perfect Finish and your ability to instruct 
and educate guests on proper re-creation of the look at home is your 
point of difference as a professional.

1.  During the finishing process – demonstrate to your client that  
  you care about their ability to recreate their look.

2. Educate them on which products you are using and how you  
  are using them.

3. Tell them about the tools you’re using and why, from types of  
  brushes, blow-drying techniques and, of course, proper usage  
  and benefits of Eufora styling and finishing products.

4. Keep products on display at your station and even invite them  
  to hold and feel each one in their hands.

Begin talking openly about maintenance by sharing what they 
need to know to get the best results at home. Include everything 
used during the service including the tools, techniques, and proper 
product usage. This will have you loving the finishing process as it 
puts a method to mastering the art of hairdressing and marries it 
with proper home care.

Remember: Your role is to empower your guest to show up beautifully 
and confidently every day… not just the day they visit the salon.

The Perfect Finish Commit

STEP

5
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The Guest Consultation
 
“Con • sul • ta • tion”
A meeting with an expert or professional in order to seek information or advice.

This step is when The Eufora Guest Consultation Brochure shines 
as your number one business-building tool by creating the ultimate 
professional experience. Using this tool shows that you care enough 
to take extra time with your guests and you will yield huge dividends. 
Proper use of this tool is proven to increase average service tickets, 
retail, and rescheduled visits. Most importantly – this step develops 
credibility and removes the need for a guest to go anywhere else to 
influence their beauty.

Behaviors
1.  Use the Guest Consultation Brochure to provide a written prescription  
  or recommendation reminder of instructions for each guest.

2. Check the boxes of the products you recommend them to take  
  home and use numbers to show the order you used the products in.

3. Guests can take this home as a reference piece to educate   
  themselves further on your recommendation.

Commit
Start by ensuring your salon has a healthy stock of The Eufora Guest 
Consultation Brochures and inventory them just like you would 
any product based on the amount of guests you will see. Proper 
implementation of this tool starts at Step 1 and you will see the 
greatest impact as it guides the entire service and holds stylists 
accountable to the necessary behaviors. This may be the most 
uncomfortable step – but it is also the most powerful.
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Completing the Service

“Ser • vice”
An act of helpful activity; help; aid: “to do someone a service.”

After providing your recommendation in Step 6 – the retail shelves 
can be an intimidating place to navigate. In Step 7 - the stylist or salon 
coordinator provides the service of pulling the recommended products 
to guide the guest in their shopping experience. This makes it easy for 
the client to purchase the products you’ve recommended instead of 
searching for the products themselves.

Behaviors
1.      Using the Guest Consultation Brochure - Escort your client to the  
        retail area; pull all of the products you’ve recommended.

2.     Take the products to the front desk and place them on the  
         counter in the order you used them.

3.     Briefly review your recommendations with your guest again  
         and ask if they have any questions.

Commit
This is the step most people avoid but is the most impactful step to 
build a retail conversation. Commitment to this service is the most 
financially rewarding behavior and it will show. Challenge yourself and 
your team to place every. single. product. you recommended in Step 
6 on the front desk or counter. Craft and test a consistent script to 
remove hesitation. As a professional, it is your job to recommend the 
right at-home care in order to ensure performance and longevity and 
it’s the guests’ job to follow your recommendation for optimal results 
in between salon visits.

SALON COORDINATOR: Craft the perfect hand-off between retail 
recommendations, service completion, and pre-booking recommendations

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/act


Pre-Booking

Commit

Pre-Booking is the single most important element in building a
solid clientele and having salon success. The guest’s prescheduled 
appointment ensures that they can have their prefered apointment 
time rather than having to take whatever time is available. It also 
ensures your financial well-being and predictability. Time = Money.
To provide a consistently exceptional experience for every guest, every 
time – an appointment should be required. Practicing this step creates 
the next level of professionalism and respect in your guests’ eyes.

1.  The maintenance schedule for your guest’s look is based on   
  your consultation and it is your professional recommendation.
2. Inform your salon coordinator the appropriate time the guest  
  should schedule their next appointment (5 weeks, 6 weeks, etc).
3. Confirm the preferred date and time of day the guest prefers.
4. Use the back of the Guest Consultation Brochure to indicate   
  the next appointment.
5. Ask for referrals. Hand your guest three business cards and ask  
  them to refer family & friends.
6. Let your guest know you look forward to seeing them at
  their next appointment, reiterating the date. Allow your Salon
  Coordinator to reserve the appointment and close the retail sale.

Pre-Booking stabilizes your paycheck rather than waiting and 
hoping for clients to call to make an appointment. Practicing this 
step will increase your demand, allow you to stack appointments, 
and block out an entire day behind the chair. It can even provide 
opportunity for a price increase! As you become booked 6-8 weeks 
out you create enough demand for yourself to allow you to raise 
your prices.

Pre-Booking is vital to your financial well-being and the forward 
movement of your career.

STEP

8



GLORIA BRADFIELD

Lux Machine Salons

Eufora Exclusive Salon

We literally started with nothing. I’ve spent a long time trying to figure 
out this industry and struggled quite a bit - but by 2014 I managed to 
grow my business to over $1,000,000 in annual revenue.

Overnight I pulled the wheel of my salon and without even trying a 
single Eufora product - I dropped all my other lines and became a 
Eufora Exclusive Salon. It has changed my life. I am lucky that these 
products are just as great as the education I’ve experienced and the 
business support behind it. It has changed me as a person, me as a 
leader, and has helped me conquer so many things that I have been 
struggling with over the years.

The difference is that Eufora had these systems that I could relate to 
and help me understand what my numbers meant and the behaviors 
behind them. They then showed me how to set up processes that my 
entire staff could easily join. The 8 Steps were huge because we were all 
doing the right things - but we just weren’t doing them well. Eufora has 
refined those systems to where I can put them in place and use Eufora 
as the excuse to do things differently with a large team of hairdressers. 
Everything that Eufora has offered has been applied in my business and 
has worked. The numbers do not lie.

The resisters in my business were very much the “I have seen it all, I have 
done it all” type. So… I asked that person to prove me wrong. I told him 
to do the 8 Steps with every guest, every time and prove to me that the 
system doesn’t work. He did… and his numbers quadrupled in 2 weeks. 
Again… the numbers don’t lie - they are evidence that when you apply that 
system with every guest every time - they work - and that’s the case with 
every system that Eufora has taught me to implement in my business.

I can proudly say that I am a testimate that the Eufora systems work.

MISTY KRANT & JULIE TARVER

Tarver Hill Salon

Eufora Exclusive Salon

Before our partnership with Eufora we had a good thing going… we had 
a level system, an education program, and we were growing but we were 
missing something to really launch us to where we wanted to be.

We had been promised a lot of things by other brands at the beginning like 
education and business support but those other brands never came through. 
They just brought in their product, took off, and didn’t do any of the things 
they said they were going to do.

That was the biggest difference we noticed with Eufora right away - they 
stuck to what they told us in the very beginning and even more. They really 
coached us on how to bring in the brand, get everyone excited about it, and 
of course – brought in the 8 Steps to Salon Success.

When we started we had Eufora and 2 other brands in our salon and our 
Average Retail Per Client would hover around $8.00 - $11.00. After the Eufora 
Launch and a few months of working the system - we grew it to $19.16. Once 
we went exclusive and launched EuforaColor we now have an Average Retail 
Per Client of $25.95. The numbers speak for themselves.

It’s a system and you have to do all of the steps. If you do exactly what they 
say, exactly how they say to do it - it works.

We saw not only results for the salon but results for each individual stylist. We 
have stylists who have grown leaps and bounds just by realizing how to truly 
serve their guests consistently and they have become great sales people. If 
you are passionate about something and it works, you want to share it and 
there is nothing wrong with that - in fact – that is what you should be doing.

What the industry is 
saying about the 
Eufora Essential 8 Steps.

If you do exactly what they say, exactly
how they say to do it - it works.

 



 

KATIE HUSER

Moxy Hair Studio

Eufora Exclusive Salon

When we first started with the 8 Steps system - I 
would estimate that we were only consistently doing 
them all about 50% of the time.

Even at that capacity - we saw growth of about 29.7% 
retail sales growth. Seeing results got us really excited 
which made us want to take it a full step further by 
using the Eufora Guest Consultation Brochure. We’re 
totally Moxyfying the way we use it to fit our salon and 
the way our team works.

After we increased our consistency with the 8 Steps 
and started using the Eufora Guest Consultation 
brochure… we saw a 9% increase in rebooking and an 
average ticket increase of 16%.

The most exciting increase we saw is that once we 
clarified, communicated, and committed to using the 
Eufora Guest Consultation Brochure we have grown 
our retail sales by 54%! All by serving every guest, 
every time.

JILL Higginbotham

J. Michael’s Salon and Spa - Top 200 Cover Salon

Eufora Exclusive Salon

For a while we weren’t doing them (the 8 Steps)… we had an established 
team and we were rolling along - but once I started growing my team 
and bringing on newer stylists - I was failing to implement the 8 Steps 
and teach the core of our business.

The 8 Steps are absolutely one of the most important things you can 
implement in your salon - because the core basics are what we all need 
to be good at. It is a system that you get to actually customize for your 
salon - and when we did that and implemented it at J.

Michael’s to really make it our own… we have seen continual increases 
in higher cross selling rates, rebooking percentages, more referrals - we 
are seeing happier guests who have all their needs met.

Our goals for next year are huge because we have a new standard for 
growth at J. Michael’s.

This growth comes in 8 simple steps that anyone can use and anyone 
can implement. I promise you - you will feel better about your business and 
everyone in your business will feel better about the way they are doing hair 
and serving their guests. I don’t know where J. Michael’s would be without 
the 8 Steps.

The 8 Steps are absolutely one of
the most important things you can

implement in your salon.

...we have grown our
retail sales by 54%!
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Eufora International • 3215 Executive Ridge Vista, CA 92081 • www.eufora.net

IF YOU THOUGHT THAT WAS GOOD...
then you’ll love the online business education  

available on Eufora University. 

Leadership | Business | Marketing | Profitability

ENROLL NOW

http://www.eufora.university

